
1. Be aware of the plants you have in your 

house and in your yard, if your cat is 
permitted outside (CFA advocates cats 

being kept indoors at all times). The 

ingestion of azalea, oleander, easter lily, or 

yew plant material by a cat could be fatal.  
2. When cleaning your house, never allow 

your cat access to the area where cleaning 

agents are used or stored. Cleaning agents 
have a variety of properties; from those 

that could just irritate the gastrointestinal 

tract to those that have a corrosive action 
and can chemically burn the sensitive 

mucous membranes of the mouth, 

esophagus, and stomach.  

3. When using rat or mouse baits, ant or 
roach traps, or snail and slug baits, place 

the products in areas that are inaccessible 

to your cats. Most baits contain sweet 
smelling inert ingredients, which can be 

very attractive to your cat.  

4. Never give your cat any medications 
unless under the directions of veterinarian. 

Many medications that are used safely in 

humans can be deadly when used 

inappropriately. One extra strength 
acetominophen tablet (500mg) can kill a 7 

pound cat.  

5. Keep all prescription and over the counter 
drugs out of reach of your cats. Pain 

killers, cold medicines, anti-cancer drugs, 

antidepressants, and diet pills are common 

examples of human medication that could 
be potentially lethal even in small dosages. 

Only one half of a 200mg naproxen tablet 

could cause stomach ulcers in cats.  
6. Never leave chocolates unattended. 

Approximately one half ounce of baking 

chocolate per pound body weight or less 
can cause clinical signs of toxicity.  

7. Many common household items have been 

shown to be lethal in certain species, 

including felines. Miscellaneous items that 

are highly toxic even in low quantities 
include pennies (high concentration of 

zinc), mothballs (contain naphthalene or 

paradichlorobenzene - one or two balls can 

be life threatening in most species), 
potpourri oils, fabric softener sheets, 

automatic dish detergents (contain cationic 

detergents which could cause corrosive 
lesions), batteries (contain acids or alkali 

which can also cause corrosive lesions), 

homemade play dough (contains high 
quantity of salt), winter heat source agents 

like hand or foot warmers (contain high 

levels of iron), cigarettes, coffee grounds, 

and alcoholic drinks.  
8. All automotive products such as oil, 

gasoline, and antifreeze should be stored 

in areas away from cat access. As little as 
one teaspoon of antifreeze (ethylene 

glycol) can be deadly in a 7lb cat.  

9. Before buying or using flea products on 
your cat or in your household, contact 

your veterinarian to discuss what types of 

flea products she/he would recommend for 

your pet. Read ALL information before 
using a product on your cat or in your 

home. Always follow label instructions. 

When a product is labeled "for use in dogs 
only" this means that the product should 

NEVER be applied to cats. When using a 

fogger or a house spray, make sure to 

remove all cats from the area for the time 
period specified on the container.  

10. When treating your lawn or garden with 

fertilizers, herbicides, or insecticides, 
always keep your cats away from the area 

until the area dries completely. Discuss 

usage of products with the manufacturer of 
the products to be used. Always store such 

products in an area that will ensure no cat 

exposure.  

Your cat is safer 

indoors 
By: Clarance F. Wohlrabe, MD Former Pet Pride 

Executive Field Director for the State of Minnesota 

Only those who have had a cat can truly appreciate 
the contentment and the shared affection such a 

companion can bring. Cats are, to millions of 
people, the most fascinating of non-human 

associates, the most fun to be with, to watch and 

be watched by in a companionship that is warm on 
both sides, yet not to the point of slopping over. 

With a cat, it is a friendship between equals, 

pursued on a basis of mutual self-respect. A cat is 
as content to live with you in a room as on a ranch. 

His throaty purr calms you like a lullaby and his 

silky coat against your cheeks fills you with peace. 

Yet he remains utterly independent. We who are 
interested in cats must remember that the cat is one 

of the most poorly understood of all animals. 

Why? Simply because the cat is a realist and does 
things because there is a reason for doing them. 

Most animals do things because their master 

commands or forces them to do so. But not so with 

the cat. How wonderful this world would be if we 
human beings did things because they were 

necessary, and not for show or effect upon 

individuals less discerning than we.  

One big advantage of a pet cat over a dog is the 
fact that cats naturally use their litter tray and 

therefore there is no need to turn them out. In fact, 

if you really love your cat and value him, you will 
never let him out of doors unless he is with you in 

a carrier. Unattended, the odds are that your cat 

will be run over, poisoned, shot or stolen. There is 

also a danger of your pet picking up a disease, 
such as rabies, thus endangering the lives of your 

family. Fleas, ear mites, fungus skin disease, and 

intestinal parasites may be contracted from other 



cats and animals. By fighting with other cats, he 

may develop abscesses due to bites. When your cat 
is kept indoors, no one can complain about him. In 

order to avoid in any way creating a dislike for our 

pets, we must not let them disturb other people, 

nor allow them to roam on their premises. A cat 

which has never been outdoors will have no 

desire to go out.  

People should realize that needless litters are of 

more harm than imagined and see to it that their 
pets are neutered or spayed. To prevent the birth of 

thousands of homeless cats which will not be cared 

for, humane societies and shelters should not be 
allowed to give out for adoption unspayed females 

and unneutered male cats. This rule should apply 

to all people who allow their cats to breed and then 

give the kittens away to homes where they may 

soon be abandoned.  

The fascinating hobby of keeping a cattery for the 

purpose of improving purebred cats is also being 

attacked by stringent city laws. Catteries consist of 
one or more breeds of purebred cats. They are kept 

in the homes of people who are especially 

interested and willing to devote much time and 

considerable effort to the hobby of breeding better 
cats and who avoid the breeding of a surplus of 

unwanted and neglected cats. Through the national 

organizations with which they are affiliated, [cat 
shows] are held annually in various cities. This is 

done in order to create a better understanding of 

the various breeds of cats and to develop a greater 

appreciation of this lovable creature.  

Let us all do our part by keeping our pet cat at 
home! Keep him in clean quarters, properly fed, 

and above all, loved. A clean litter pan and fresh 

water should always be supplied and changed 
daily. Each cat at birth is one of God's creatures 

and deserves to be kept clean, in pleasant 

surroundings, well fed and loved. No animals 

should be treated as a "thing" by letting children 

mishandle him as if he were a toy.  

Everybody who loves and understands cats 

should make it his duty to carry on an 

educational program of his own, in order to 

educate others who have not been so fortunate 

to have the association of a cat companion. Only 
by living with one, can you learn to know and 

understand its feline nature.  

Please Note: CFA provides the feline health information on this 
site as a service to the public. Diagnosis and treatment of 
specific conditions should always be in consultation with one's 
own veterinarian. The Cat Fanciers' Association, Inc. disclaims 
all warranties and liability related to the veterinary advice and 
information provided on this site. 
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